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FAMOUS BLACKSMITHS SERIES
JOHN DEERE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) has strong ties to the antique tractor
enthusiast community. We have four meetings and public demonstrations each year at the
antique tractor shows in Gentry (Tired Iron), and Harrison (Rusty Wheels), Arkansas.
But you may be surprised at just how far
back these ties go. John Deere, the
founder of the equipment company that
bears his name today, was a down-on-his
-luck blacksmith from Vermont who
traveled to the prairies of America’s
Midwest to support his family.
Through hard work, perseverance,
observation and intelligence, Deere
transformed the tools used to open
America’s frontiers and dramatically
changed agriculture in our country.
Deere did not create ornate architectural
works. His products are not displayed in
the mansions of the wealthy, cathedrals,
and public buildings.
Nevertheless he was a blacksmith and
craftsman whose innovations are an
important part of our American legacy.
See full article on page 14
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SAFETY FIRST! GAS TANKS
An LP Gas tank is a bomb in search of a detonator. You need to secure your tank in a protective
frame. That piece of angle iron leaning against your shop wall could well trigger an awful event.
Never lay tanks on their sides. Acetylene tanks contain acetone, a solvent that can destroy the
pressure regulator. Never use any kind of oil near the valve or gauge tower, especially on the
oxygen tank. Never transport tanks without first securing them, removing the gauge towers,
and capping the valves.
While an LP tank is a bomb, oxygen tanks are torpedoes. Oxygen tanks that have fallen and
broken their valve have been known to go right through a concrete block wall and travel several
hundred yards.

“An LP Gas tank is a bomb in search of a detonator”
Liquid Propane (LP), Oxygen and
Acetylene tanks are potential
disasters in your shop. Make sure
you follow all safety guidelines.

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Blacksmithing is a very dangerous hobby/
job. All members, demonstrators, and
guests are responsible for using eye, ear,
and respiratory protection and safe
working methods. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or responsible
adult.
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas,
its officers, members, demonstrators,
guests, writers, and the editor disclaim
responsibility for any damages, injuries,
or destruction of property as a result of
the use of any information published in
this newsletter or demonstrated at
workshops, meetings, or conferences.
Every effort is made to insure the accuracy
and the safety of information provided,
but the use of any material is solely at the
user’s own risk.
Attendees at organization functions and
classes consent to the use of their images
in publications and web pages of the
Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas.

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES
Submissions for articles, meeting minutes,
announcements, events, and classified
advertising are due to the editor before
the last Saturday of the preceding month.
Members will receive an electronic edition
by email by the first Saturday of the
month. Those receiving hard copies will
be mailed the next Monday.
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Keep hoses where they don’t cause tripping hazard, and aren’t likely to be damaged by falling
work pieces… especially red hot work pieces.
If you learned to use a gas hatchet more than a decade ago, you may not have used flashback
arrestors, but you should definitely update your rig immediately if your equipment doesn't
have them.
There is a story floating around the internet about a welder who had a BIC lighter in his pocket
that burst into flame when some hot slag fell into the pocket. The story is a hoax, but
nevertheless, you should take care with your miniature tanks of gas as well.
Both OSHA and DOT publish safety rules for storage, use and transport of LP, oxygen, and
acetylene tanks. Your dealer should have a summary of them. Take a minute to pick up a copy
next time you refill. Or maybe sooner.
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Two things this month.
First, I am going to be out of the country during the edit week
for our August newsletter. Cheryl Miskell, our faithful Copy
Editor, is going to be stepping in as the General Editor for
that issue. I’m sure she’ll do a great job, probably putting out
our best newsletter yet.
So you folks who send in submissions, meeting minutes,
pictures, poetry and projects, make sure and send them to
both Cheryl and I. And don’t wait until the last minute this month!
Second, we are going to make a major change to our submission and print dates this Fall.
When we first started the electronic edition of The VOICE, we had three chapters, which met
on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Saturdays of the month, respectively. In order to try to get every
chapter in the newsletter, we set the submission deadline to the last Saturday of the month
(usually the 4th Saturday, the day of our last chapter meeting), with a publication date of the
first Saturday of the following month.
Since that time, we’ve added another chapter, but now two chapters meet on the 1st Saturday,
one on the 2nd, and one on the 3rd. No one meets on the 4th Saturday any more. We now
have half our chapters meeting on the first Saturday, who don’t get the Newsletter until the
very day they meet.
To better serve our membership, we are going to pick a month later this fall and roll everything
back one week. Submissions will be due by the third Saturday of the month, and the newsletter
will go out on the 4th Saturday, giving everyone time to make their trade item!
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
July 2015
As I sit down to write this letter the state of our
society and our civil institutions weigh heavy
on my mind. While I feel it is inappropriate for
me to hold a political discussion in this letter as
the President of BOA, I do want to address an
institution that is outside politics but very
much at the center of our organization. That is
I wish to talk about the bond of friendship.
It was the venture of friendship that caused
Bob Patrick to strike up a conversation with a
stranger at the ABANA Conference in Memphis
in May of 2010 and to invite me to my first
BOA meeting in July at his shop. It was the
building of this bond that caused him to make
me a cut off hardie. Even if I had a devil of a
time convincing him that I really did have a 1
3/8 inch hardie hole. It was friendship or
maybe just curiosity about this new flatlander,
when James Brantley and Hardy Todd asked if
I wanted to make a leaf that afternoon. It is the
friendship that generally exists among
Dale Custer, BOA President
members when Richard Ross helped me with a
problem I was having at his forge, even if he couldn’t remember my name. I remember the
friendship of Ron Wells taking me out to eat during my first Harvest Homecoming when I was
going through a tough stretch in my personal life. I remember Tom Upton helping me with how
to make a handle for a fire poker that I had been commissioned to make and has become my go
to source for questions on power hammers in general and Little Giants in particular. I have very
fond memories of the time Charlie McCracken was my student. (By the way, Charlie starts
college in the fall) Justin Jones and Joe Doster both worked the bonds of friendship during their
times as president.
The starting of the Central Chapter has allowed the building of many more bonds of friendship.
Robert Fox who quickly became and remains the chapter secretary and later the editor of this
newsletter. Tim Huddleston who has helped to set up both my MIG welder and my bandsaw and
is now the webmaster for the club has become a good friend. Anyone that has been around Dr.
Herman Ginger has quickly become his friend. How could you not be a friend of someone that
before he joined the club had made his own spare tire hammer and resurfaced and heat treated a
Peter Wright anvil.
Our first smelt this past January was an opportunity to strengthen and deepen many bonds. I
got to better know Ross Wilkinson. His knowledge of steel metallurgy and his willingness to
work was a great help during the smelt. Ross makes even more meetings then I do. Keith
Heffelfinger is a member of both the Central Chapter and the Northwest Chapter and has helped
me with some insights on running a blacksmithing organization. Both Clyde Foster’s and Ed
Osoris’ willingness to pitch in with their own talents are the building of bonds of friendship that
no organization can have too much of. I am sorry if I have left anyone out.
Let me close by saying that in the days ahead every bond in friendship and family we have will be
needed. Each and every one of you should work to make new ones and to strengthen existing
ones.
Dale Custer
President
Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas
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BOA MEETING CALENDAR
JANUARY
2015
FEBRUARY
2015
MARCH
2015
APRIL
2015
MAY
2015
JUNE
2015
JULY
2015
AUGUST
2015
SEPTEMBER
2015
OCTOBER
2015
NOVEMBER
2015
DECEMBER
2015

RIVER VALLEY AREA

NW AREA

CENTRAL AREA

NE AREA

3
7
7
4
2
6
11
1
5
3
4
5

10
14
14
18
9
13
11
8
12
10
14
12

17
21
21
11
16
20
18
15
19
17
21
19

3
7
7
4
2
6
11
1
5
3
4
5

At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Fire Poker
At Gary Braswell’s
In Lavaca
Fire Shovel
At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Fireplace tool stand
Cancelled
(Easter Weekend)
At Ross Wilkinson
In Greenwood
Candleholder
At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Set of hooks (J,S,L)
At Gary Braswell’s
In Lavaca
Door Handle

At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Door Latch
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

At Ed Osoris’
In Springdale
A Door Knocker
At Richard Ross’
In Flippin
Dragonfly/humgbrd
At Stosh Japczyk’s
In Eureka Springs
Hook for wall or door
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
Smith’s Choice
At Cheryl Miskell’s
In Marble Falls
A Corkscrew
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
A Trivet
At Robert Meuser’s
In Mountain Home
A Spoon

At Cheryl Miskell’s
Marble Falls
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
TBD

TBD

Sidebar
Page 10

Sidebar
Page 6

Sidebar
Page 12
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At Larry Lane’s
In Sheridan
Plant or Animal
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Made from RR spike
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Made from rasp or file

At Dale Custer’s
In Little Rock
Top Set tool
At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
For use in the Kitchen
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Scrolling Tongs

At Larry Lane’s
In Sheridan
Smith’s Choice
Robert Carrol
Sherwood
TBD

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Zombie Weapon
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Herman Ginger
Pine Bluff

At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Wall hook with leaf
At Lloyd Clayton’s
In Paragould
A spoon
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Welded Ring
At Lloyd Clayton’s
In Paragould
Three-Pronged Fork
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Tomahawk
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Flint Striker

At Jim Barnes

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Sidebar
Page 8

METALLURGY — SOLIDIFICATION
Last month we covered the processes in
secondary refining that are required to
produce the advanced steels of today.
Refining is needed to produce “clean
steel” along with controlled alloying for
hardenability (to be covered later), but
after processing the steel as a liquid it has
to be turned into a solid. This is done by
casting the steel. All metal products were
liquid and are cast into a solid form.
When Andrew Carnegie commercialized
steel, it was cast into ingots. Ingot casting
now makes up a small percentage of the
steel that is cast due to the development
of continuous casting in the 1960s. These
two methods are used at steel mills that
will then transform the metal into
another shape before shipment.
Foundries will cast steel into a sand mold
that is near net shape.
Solidification of metal is very complex.
Modern control over solidification
parameters is paramount to minimize
segregation effects of certain alloying
elements and to produce the best grain
structure of the cast shape.
Steel ingots are generally weigh several
tons or greater and are cast into cast iron
molds. Ingots have large cross sections that increase segregation and grain growth, negative
effects, but increases the reduction ratio during rolling to break up the large grains and
inclusions. This process requires specialized equipment to manage. There are two main types
of casting ingots bottom poured, improved quality, and top poured. Bessemer, inventor of the
Bessemer process, envisioned continuous casting and sketched plans. These plans would wait
nearly 100 years before the technology was ready to try the idea.
Continuous casting speeds up the ability to produce steel. Steel, poured into the top of a copper
mold forms a shell that is extracted out of the bottom. Continuous cast steel is typically smaller
cross sections than ingots but modern advancements are allowing for larger casting sizes.
These casting machines are also capable of casting a wide variety of shapes today; round,
square, and rectangle billets for products like rebar, wire rod, bars, channel, angles, flats; thick
slabs for plates and sheets; thin slabs (aka. Cast strip) for sheet steel; dog bone for I-beams.
The task of the caster is to turn the liquid steel into a solid. To do this, a tremendous amount of
energy is removed from the steel in a short amount of time. Temperature is a measure of the
energy in a substance and is related by physical properties of the material. The most important
measure of the liquid steel at the caster is the temperature, and temperature affects all the other
casting parameters—and affects the final cast steel structure.
Casting methods have evolved through the years to supply the growing demand for capital
projects, transportation, and to meet many of today’s needs for strong materials. Next month
we will touch on the science of solidification and its impact on steel.
Ross Wilkinson
BOA Metallurgist
Arw3rd@hotmail.com
816-590-8606

RAILROAD SPIKE MANUFACTURE
Excerpt from Iron Age, Vol C. JulyDecember, 1917. p.536. Copyright
expired. Full text available online.
According to Charles E Slyke,
superintendent of the bolt and rivet
department of Inland Steel Company,
in one of that company's safety
bulletins, railroad spikes are made
from basic open hearth steel
containing from 0.15 to 0.24 per cent
carbon, 0.45 to 0.50 per cent
manganese, 0.05 per cent phosphorus,
and 0.06 per cent sulphur, which
resists the weather better than
Bessemer steel and, containing less
phosphorus, is less liable to
crystallization.
Railroad spikes are made from square
bars cut in 23 ft lengths the rough size
being 1/64” larger than the shank
diameter of the finished spike to
account for the loss in forging. These
bars, though heated to a higher
temperature than rivet and track bolt
bars, are charged into similar
continuous heating furnaces. As the
bars are heated they are pushed
through the furnace by the charger to
the feeder, who grasps them with a
pair of tongs and feeds them into the
rolls of the automatic machine which
shears points and heads the spike. The
spike is then dropped upon an endless
conveyor and carried to the cooling
bins.
Editor’s Note. According to Frank
Mirth of the Pittsburgh Area Artist
Blacksmith Association (PAABA),
railroad spikes are made two at a time,
putting a head on both ends of a
double length bar, then cutting the bar
in two at an angle.
The chisel-tip of the spike is designed
to be driven in across the grain of the
wood, so that it cuts the fibers rather
than potentially splitting the tie open.
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NEXT RIVER VALLEY MEETING
The next River Valley BOA
meeting will be held on July
11th at Gary Braswell’s shop.
Note that this is NOT the
normal first Saturday. We
are switching weekends this
month in order to let our
members spend time with
their families on the fourth.
Gary’s address is:
PO Box 215
Lavaca, AR 72923
The meeting will begin at 9:00
am and end at 3:00 pm. The
trade item will be a door
handle.

A beautiful iron rose door handle
by Steve Robinson, featured on the
Tractor Supply Website
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RIVER VALLEY AREA JUNE MEETING
The June meeting occurred on the 6th at Jerry’s and was well attended. Total attendance
topped 14 along with two new members: Dalas Robeson and Sam Jones. Jackie Holmes
served up a wonderful lunch, Thanks again for grub, Jackie! Jerry called the meeting to
order. Ross Wilkinson gave highlights of the May NW meeting where Mike Morrow forged a
sword. Several people brought a set of hooks for the trade item.
The July meeting will be moved to the second Saturday due to the 4th of July celebrations in
the area. The next meeting will again be at Gary Braswell’s Shop. The trade item will be a
door handle. August meeting is scheduled to be held on august 1st at Jerry Holmes and the
trade item will be a door latch.
Ross Wilkinson—RVBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—LEAF NAPKIN RING
Author: Mario Baggiolini. Reprinted with permission
from the December 2008 issue of the California
Blacksmith

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE
The following article was found in the
December 1922 issue of the
American Blacksmith magazine.
This was about the time that the
blacksmithing trade was changing
from caring for horse-drawn
transportation to caring for gasolinepowered transportation.

Tools Required:
Hammer, tongs, scrolling tongs, small chisel
3/4” spring fuller 1 1/4”, mandrel, rounding
hammer, 16-ounce ball peen hammer, and a
block of wood.
Materials:
1/2” x 1/4” x 5” (or similar) flat stock
1.

Radius (bevel) the ends of the material to prevent
“fish lips”

2.

Forge short points on each end

3.

Fuller back about 3/4” from the end. Fuller to a
square cross-section between about 3/16” and 1/4”

4.

Draw a long taper approximately 1 1/4” long from
the full toward the center of the piece. The total
length should now be around 7 1/2” long.

5.

With the rounding hammer, spread the ends into a
pleasing leaf form.

6.

Chisel veins into the leaves for some texture

7.

With a ball peen, hammer on the backside of the
heated leaf against a block of wood.

8.

Over a mandrel or the horn of your anvil, hammer the center section into a ring
approximately 1 1/4” in diameter.

9.

With scrolling tongs, twist the leaves so that they are perpendicular to the ring.

The California Blacksmith
Association (CBA) has a program
set up with projects of increasing
complexity for it’s members to
master and increase thier skills.
This project is considered Level 1.
It includes, tapering, fullering,
spreading, chisel work, the use of
a swage, bending and twisting.

10. Wire brush and hot wax.
Editor’s note: A couple of safety issues for this project:
First, when hammering hot metal against a block of wood, there is likely to be smoke and flame.
Make sure you are prepared for both.
Second, when creating an item intended for the table or kitchen, make sure and use food-safe
finishes. Don’t use motor oil, and don’t use nut-based oils, due to potential food allergies.

This article was included to
encourage traditional smiths to adapt
to the changing times, not just by
learning to repair Henry Ford’s
automobiles, but to take a page from
Henry Ford’s productivity and
efficiency tips.
A smith should arrange his shop so
that he never has to take more than
one step to find the tool he needs,
and so that he never has to bend
over.

GOT A STORY IDEA?
Do you have a story you would like to
see in the VOICE? Would you like to
write it, or is it something you want to
read?
Let us know—send an email to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org.
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NE ARKANSAS JUNE MEETING

NEXT NORTHEAST MEETING
The next NEAC BOA meeting
will once again be held at Jim
Soehlman’s shop(The Forge
on the Faultline). His address
is
462 Greene 731 Road
Jonesboro, AR 72401
The meeting will be held on the
second Saturday of July (the 11th)
instead of the usual first Saturday,
in order to allow members to
celebrate Independence day with
their families. The trade item is
a flint striker.
The meeting will start at 8:00 am,
and end at 2:00 pm.
Directions:
From Lake Frierson State Park
entrance (about 12 miles due north
of Jonesboro on Hwy 141),
continue north on 141 for one mile,
then turn right (east) on Greene
731, go 1/2 mile. You're there!
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The June meeting was attended
by three members, Eddie
Mullins, Dusty Elliot and Lloyd
Clayton.
Dusty continues to work on
making more steak turners (she
has quite a collection now), while
Eddie demonstrated how to
make a set of bolt tongs for
Lloyd.
Dusty was in charge of the meal for the meeting and served Bar-B-Q chicken, chips, pasta
salad and beans....WOW see what happens when you miss a meeting...someone serves a
feast. The meeting lasted from 9 am until 2 pm. Plans for the upcoming demonstration at
Crowley's Ridge State Park were discussed.
Crowley's Ridge State Park
demonstration was held on
June 20th and was attended
by nine members (Eddie
Mullins, Raymond Lyerly,
Dan Davis, Dusty Elliot,
Lloyd Clayton, John Johnson,
Jimmie Barnes, Jim and
Rebecca Soehlman).
According to
Elizabeth Whaley, park
interpreter, we drew a crowd
of visitors to the park of 70+
people. I would like to
recognize Dylon Nelson
(family member) for helping
with name tags for all the
members while we were
setting up the area and Bruce
and Angie Reichardt who
stayed all day and then
helped us load up equipment.
We signed up five new
members (Mike DeLoache,
Aldon Philpot, Harold

KINDLING KRACKER
I saw this wall-mount, lever action,
iron wood splitter for small kindling
on Pinterest. The original posting is
in Pakistan, and I am unable to read it
well enough to cite the maker.
This would make a great project. Put
it next to your wood stove or fireplace,
and you’ll have no problem coming up
with small wood for starting your fire.

Edwards and Bruce and Angie
Reichardt) and two more took
applications to return at the next
regular meeting.

Someone needs to make one of these
and send me a picture!

We loaded up three coal forges,
one gas forge, four anvils, a
pedal grinding stone, a post vise,
tool rack....a bunch of stuff and
headed to the park.
We fired the forges and started
drawing metal and people. In
just a short time we had guests
in aprons, gloves and safety
glasses making their first items.
Half way through the day I was asked
by Elizabeth if we were willing to come
back and do another demo later in the
year and also to become a vendor for
the park so they could sell items that we
would make for them.
This was a great experience and tons of
fun!!!
I want to thank all the members that
came out to help...absolutely an
amazing day. To the members that
didn't make, I know some of you had
commitments that have to come first
but we will do this again.

HAND TOOLS
American designer Paul Martus
creates unique metal objects,
including this hand wrench (above)
and a hand hammer (below), part of
an “early tools” series.

Jim Soehlman—NEACBOA Secretary
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NORTHWEST AREA BOA JUNE MEETING
NEXT NORTHWEST MEETING
The next Northwest Area BOA
meeting will be held on
Saturday, July 11th, from 9:00
am to 3:00 pm.
Robert Meuser
116 Crawford Dr
Mountain Home AR, 72653
501-613-0133
The trade item will be a spoon.
If coming from the West going
around Mtn. Home on Hwy 62
bypass : Take 62 bypass heading out
and around Mtn. Home. Go to the
end of the bypass and turn right on
business 62 east. Going east, look for
Old Chi Mill (a tavern) which is on
your left. Our road is the second left
after you pass Old Chi Mill, which will
be Crawford Drive. You will also see a
Dollar General Store on your right
just before you turn left. Turn left
right across form the store onto
Crawford Dr. and go about 400 feet
and you will see a green house with
white trim on your left. That is our
house, and you have arrived at 116
Crawford Dr.
If coming from the East going West
on Hwy 62: From Henderson,
Norfork Lake Bridge, going west on
62, do the following. Continue on 62
until you come to the Dollar General
Store on your left, a few feet before
that make a right hand turn on
Crawford Dr. Go the same 400 feet or
so and there you will be at our green
house/white trim.

The Northwest Area BOA June meeting was at Rusty Wheels, in Bellefonte. Dale called the
meeting to order and acknowledge our newest members. Joe Alsobrooks is a new member,
this was his second meeting. Garrett Manley attended last month’s meeting, and joined today.
Logan Swanson and Eric Lindberg are also new members.
BOA members in attendance at this May 9th meeting included Joe Alsobrooks, Bill Angle,
James Brantley, Dale Custer, Harold Enlow, Clyde Foster, Brian Griffith, Sam Hibbs, Bob
Lock, Garrett Manley, Heidi McLaughlin, Robert Meuser, Cheryl Miskell, Elmer Polston,
Logan Swanson, Hardy Todd, Ron Wells, and Ross Wilkinson. Guests included Ross
Wilkinson’s youngest son, Daniel, and James Brantley’s wife, Frankie.
Old Business:
Dale reminded members that the
July meeting will be at Robert
Meuser’s forge in Mountain Home
on July 11. The trade item is a
spoon.
New Business:
The August meeting will be at
Cheryl Miskell’s house in Marble
Falls. The trade item is TBD. Our
September meeting will be at
Tired Iron in Gentry.
Mark Morrow will finish the
cutlass he forged at the May meeting for $75. Bob Lock made a motion that we pay Mark to
finish the cutlass, Robert Meuser seconded, and members voted unanimously to pay Mark for
a finished cutlass.
Danny Robb’s family sent a thank you to acknowledge the sympathy card we sent.
Bob Lock needs volunteers for WOW, which is scheduled for the same weekend as Harvest
Homecoming.
Dale got a call from a museum in western Arkansas, wanting someone to teach blacksmithing.
They want a class of 15 students, which will not work—so we are in negotiations. Dale emailed
Bob Patrick about it, but he’s too busy.
Arkansas Natural Science Museum outside of Hot Springs wanted a demo, but they asked six
days ago. We may do a demonstration in the future.
Bob Lock noted that Joe
Alsobrooks volunteered
last weekend and netted a
one-on-one class with Bob
Patrick as a result. Bob
encourages all members to
volunteer—no telling what
will happen.
Hardy made a motion to
adjourn, Bob seconded,
and the meeting ended.
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Cheryl Miskell,
NWBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—WALL HOOK FOR CLAY POT
Author: Bill Epps. Illustrations by Gerald Franklin. Reprinted with permission from the June 2014 issue of The Upsetter, the
newsletter of the Saltfork Craftsmen
Material: 1/4” x 3/4” x 7” flat strap.
1.

Mark with a center punch 2” from the end. Heat and round
corners slightly

2.

3.

Place in a vice with 1” of the fold out

4.

Punch two holes for mounting screws

Fold at your 2” mark

Then flatten out to 180 degrees

5.

Bend the long end to form a hook. Leave 1/2” clearance for the pot rim.

6.

Mount with 2 screws

7.

Insert pot by tipping to get rim under the hook, then straighten so that
the rim rest on the fold. Adjust hook depth so that pot is held at the
desired angle.
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NEXT CAC BOA MEETING
The next Central Arkansas
Chapter meeting will be at the
home of Larry Layne in Sheridan
on Saturday, July 18th, from 9:00
am to 3:00 pm.
Larry Layne
9652 Hwy 46 N
Sheridan, AR 72150
The trade item is “Smith’s
Choice.”
Directions from Little Rock:



Take I-530 South to exit 20
(Redfield)

CENTRAL BOA JUNE MEETING MINUTES



Turn right off that exit onto
Route 46



Go 5 1/2 miles West



Look for a gray mailbox on the
right with the number 9652

The Central Arkansas Chapter of the Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (CACBOA) met on
Saturday, June 20th at the forge of Tim Huddleston in Bryant. We had 11 members present,
despite the heat. Let this be a lesson to us all—sign up early for your turn to host, so you can
pick the best months. I’m not sure how Tim got stuck with June, but he managed to host a great
meeting anyway. Several members were busy making tongs.



Turn left through the gate
(directly across from mailbox)



Turn right at the first road and go
to the end of the road



Watch for signs

Home 501-397-2208
Cell 870-917-7038

One member brought an anvil that had been manufactured from several sections of a forklift
tine, cut, stacked, and welded. This shop built anvil rang like the bells of Notre Dame. I’m
talking Quasimodo “The bells! The bells!” loud. But after we put rubber under it and slapped
magnets all over it, it toned down to just “loud.” The metal, as you might image, is actually
incredibly strong, hard, flat stuff. It should make a fine anvil… for someone with no neighbors.
Tim has ninja welding skills and almost as many tools as Herman Ginger, so we all, of course,
brought the projects that were too big for us wanna-be’s to tackle at our shops.
I brought a monstrosity I’ve made out of the
tank from an old hot water heater. It is
supposed to be a “socket” to fit on top of a
6x6 post, designed to receive 6x6 blocks
with various tooling in them—a cutting
plate, an extra hardy socket, a dishing tool,
etc. If it turns out like I have in my head, I’ll
make some project notes out of it.
Tim had seen it at my Dad’s shop last month, and told me he would help me use his acetylene
torch to heat and bend it. That tank had to be 16 gauge steel—maybe even 14 gauge. It was
definitely not bendable by hand—not even standing my 270 pounds on top of it and jumping up
and down.

NEW FORGE

NOT FIDDLING AROUND
The ESSA catalogue lists Bob Patrick
as a “Heavy Metal Instructor.”
I’ve always considered him a classical
kind of guy, myself...
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Which makes it sounds like an excellent source of heavy gauge steel, right? Especially at the
price (free). The problem we found was that the coating on the inside of the tank, which looked
like just thin, high-gloss paint, was actually enamel (think glass). Poor Tim, who was doing the
torchwork while I held the piece, not only had to deal with being miserably hot, but also had to
deal with the enamel spalling off in tiny, razor-sharp shards of glass all over his arms.
So, while I learned that free water heater
tanks may not be as good a deal as I had
thought, I also learned that Tim is even
more of a gentleman and friend than I
had thought. Thanks Tim, for putting up
with us. I won’t do that to you again!
But it is looking good...
Robert Fox, CACBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—MOOSE HOOK
Author: Dan Linkenheld. Reprinted with permission from the Spring
2014 issue of the Iron Trillium, the newsletter of the Ontario
Blacksmiths
I was asked to make up some moose and polar bear hooks just prior to
Christmas and I said “no problem!” These projects are nice and
relatively quick to make.
1.

First I started with a moose
as I have made many of
these and that are familiar to
make for me. I start by
bending over 3” of 1/2”
swuare barstock and forge
weld the 1 1/3” closest to the
bend. This gives me mass for the head.

2.

Then I split the other
1 1/2” down to the
parent stock to make
the antlers.

3. After the split is made, I put the piece in
my post vise to spread out the antlers. I peen
the end of the antlers prior to cutting the
fingers (tines) in order to get the palm effect
that moose antlers have. Doing this also gives
me a gentle curve to the antlers, which comes
in handy later when adjusting the antlers to
final position.
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4.

Once the antlers are flattened down and peened into shape, I use a hot cut chisel
to cut through the antler area to form the tines of the antler. Once the times are
cut, I will start shaping them. I heat up only one antler at a time , because heat
leaves these thin parts so quickly. I try to get as much done in each heat so that
the metal does not go through so many cycles of heating and cooling. Repeated
cycles can cause cracking in thin antlers.

5. After the tines have been hot cut, I reposition the piece in the leg
vise and hot file and cold file the tines to get rid of the sharp edges
caused by the hot cut

6.

The next thing that is done is the piece is
repositioned in the vice again and, with one of
my eye punches, the eyes are punched out at a
high heat at a 45 degree angle in order to upset
the area out behind the eyes, giving the look of
an eyebrow.

7.

Now you give a good heat to the nose area and go to the horn of your anvil. Upset the nose a little to give you a bulb-like look.
Once that is achieved, you come in on a 45 degree angle on each side of the face to create the flats that you will punch out with
a set punch to create nostrils. When punching the nostrils, try and give a flared look. This is done at high heat.
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8.

The head ia finished at this point. You must now bend it
down just past 90 degrees. Make sure the antlers are cool
when heating up this area. During heating, I usually take
the piece out of the fire and cool the antlers prior to
attaining the final heat required for the bend. I also cool
off the nose to black prior to striking it for the bend, so
that I don’t deform the work I have already done.

9. Use a ball stake, or put
a ball peen hammer in your
leg vise and make
depressions that you can
later drill holes for screws.
Make sure the nose will not
block the screwdriver.

10. Taper down the hook area, leaving a blob of metal on the end to form into a ball. After rounding the blob into a ball, bend the
taper into a smooth hook, making sure not to block the lower screw hole. You’re done!
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(Continued from front cover)

BLACKSMITH TRADITIONS: JOHN DEERE
Most of the information in this article was taken from the
public information pages on the website of the John Deere
company. Many of the pictures were taken from John
Deere, a Photographic History, by Robert Pripps, freely
available online.
THE HISTORY OF
BLACKSMITHING IN
ARKANSAS
When I first joined BOA, I was a
little surprised to see how a large
part of our activities seem to
revolve around various antique
tractor shows.
I had the opportunity to go up to
Rusty Wheels last fall, and found
it to be really quite interesting,
with enthusiasts showing
carefully restored steam engines,
and hit and miss engines. I saw
the antique tractor parade, and,
my favorite, the antique tractor
pull contest. It’s amazing what
those early machines were
capable of!
In retrospect, it shouldn’t have
been surprising how closely the
professions of farming and
blacksmithing are tied. Their
histories have been intertwined
literally for millennia. Many
advances in farming equipment
were invented by local
blacksmiths, and the challenges
faced by farmers led to many
innovations in smithing.
In this month’s Traditions article,
I want to pay tribute to that
history with an article on John
Deere—A blacksmith who today is
better known to farmers than to
smiths. Lets change that.
So, I hope that you enjoy the
article, and I hope that the next
time we have a meeting a Rusty
Wheels or Tired Iron, you are
inspired to join in the fun. I
guarantee that, no matter what
your interest, you’ll find common
ground at the antique tractor
shows.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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John Deere was born in Rutland, Vermont, on February 7,
1804, the third son of William Rinold Deere and Sarah Yates
Deere. In 1805, the family moved to Middlebury, Vermont,
where William engaged in merchant tailoring. One of John’s
jobs as a boy was to scour and polish his father’s steel
needles in sand so that they would slip through the material
easily without binding or pulling. This small chore,
performed by a child, would later lead John to agricultural
innovations that changed the face of America.
In 1808, when John was four years old, his father boarded a boat for England in the hopes of
claiming an inheritance and making a more comfortable life for his family. He was never
heard from again, and is presumed to have died at sea.
Raised by a mother on a meager
income, John Deere's education was
probably rudimentary and limited to
the common schools of Vermont. In
1821 at age 17, he apprenticed
himself to Captain Benjamin
Lawrence, a successful Middlebury
blacksmith, and entered the trade for
himself in 1825, which he carried on
at various places in Vermont. It was
during this time (in 1827) that John
married Demarias Lamb, with whom
he would later father nine children.
In 1836, facing depressed business
A reconstruction of Deere’s blacksmith shop in Grand
conditions in Vermont and with a
Detour, Illinois.
young family to care for, Deere
traveled alone to Grand Detour, Illinois with nothing but a handful of dollars and a reputation
as a skilled craftsman to make a fresh start. You could say that John Deere’s story captured the
spirit of the American Dream, a self-made man persevering through many hardships until his
integrity, strength of arm, and wit brought about the rewards and recognition that are possible
in this land of opportunity.
Resourceful and hardworking, his skills as a blacksmith were immediately in demand in
Illinois. Deere had no difficulty finding work due to a lack of blacksmiths working in that area.
John Deere was a typical blacksmith turning out hayforks, horseshoes, and other items
essential to life on the prairie.
Brian Holst, manager of the John Deere
Collectors Center in Moline, where Deere &
Co. has its world headquarters says that “He
made pitchforks that were so sharp they
could penetrate the toughest hay.”
The new pioneer farmers struggled to turn
heavy, sticky prairie soil with cast iron plows
that had been designed for the light, sandy
soil of New England. Days in the field were
difficult for farmers trying to turn virgin
prairie soil into fields, because they had to
interrupt their work to clean the sticky
prairie clay off of their cast-iron plows.
Using the cast iron plow, it took an average of 96
“The black topsoil was gummier than
hours to plow a single acre of prairie soil.

THE JOHN DEERE LOGO
Although the mark had been used for
several years beforehand, the John
Deere logo was first trademarked in
1876, at which time the company was
making more than 60,000 plows a
year.
The trademark shows a deer jumping
over a log. According to the John
Deere corporate website, the deer on
this original trademark was of a type
common to Africa.

gum,” Holst says. “You’d go 5 feet with a plow, digging the dirt and flipping it, and then you’d have
to grab a wooden putty knife to scrape it off.” The cast iron plows sold to the farmers actually had a
leather pocket on the frame to hold the wooden scraper.
Remembering his father’s needles, John Deere was convinced that a plow that was highly polished
and properly shaped could scour itself as it cut furrows. He also knew that the soil would slide easily
off of a highly polished, correctly shaped steel moldboard. Steel was scarce in the area, so Deere
fashioned his prototype plowshare moldboard out of the second-hand saw
blade in 1837.
Later that same year, Deere developed and
manufactured the first commercially
successful cast-steel plow from this
initial prototype. While this original
John Deere plow could only do a
fraction of the work modern farmers can tackle, it was high-tech at the
time. The revolutionary plow is long gone, but we can draw some
conclusions about Deere's plow-making prowess from an 1838
example of his work.

The logo went through several
variations over the years, but it was
not until 1950 that the deer’s antlers
were turned forward and the tail
pointed upward to represent the
American white-tailed deer.

According to "John Deere's Company," a book by Wayne G.
Broehl, Jr., the material Deere used wasn't the only unusual
thing about the plows. The moldboard was also shaped differently than
others of the day. "It is essentially a parallelogram, curved in a concave fashion. Deere must have
given a great deal of thought to the shape, to the special curve of his moldboard, for its exact
contours would determine just how well the soil would be turned over after the share had made the
cut."
By early 1838, Deere sold his first
steel plow to a local farmer, Lewis
Crandall, who quickly spread word
of his success with Deere's plow.
Soon after, two neighbors placed
orders with Deere. Word began
spread about the “singing plow” that
bit the soil, which fell so smoothly
without sticking that farmers
claimed they could hear the plow
sing.

The words “Moline, Ill.” were also
dropped, as the company now had
plants in many locations, serving
markets all over the world.

The next major change did not come
until 2000, when the current logo
was trademarked. The deer’s antlers
were sharpened, the body made more
muscular, and the deer changed to be
leaping upward, rather than landing.
Not too shabby a touchmark for a
down-and-out blacksmith!

Production increased slowly at first,
but Deere kept busy. He built 10
plows in 1839, 75 in 1841, and 100
Co
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in 1842. Much of his work was done
away from his forge. He constantly
tested his products and changed his
designs based on suggestions from
customers. His research paid off
and his business was booming.

AN ARKANSAS BLACKSMITH
REQUESTS HELP WITH PLOWS
The following two letter excerpts
were found in the issues of the
American Blacksmith Magazine.
I thought the connection between
Arkansas Blacksmiths and plows
was particularly appropriate tor
our newsletter this month.
April, 1922
I regret to inform you that [your
magazine] was unknown to me
until a few months ago, but I take
pleasure in telling you that I
would not want to be without it.
I would like to have some brother
craftsman tell me how to harden
plow shares and how to get an
even heat on them. Some advise
to use tallow or linseed oil. I
would like to hear from you soon
and will greatly oblige.
Peter Bartiachi, Arkansas

In 1843, Deere partnered with
Leonard Andrus to produce more
plows to keep up with demand.
However, the partnership became
strained due to the two men's
stubbornness - while Deere wished
to sell to customers outside Grand
Detour, Andrus opposed a
proposed railroad through Grand
Detour - and Deere's distrust of
Andrus' accounting practices. In
1848, Deere dissolved the
partnership with Andrus and
moved his business to Moline,
Illinois, a transportation hub on the

“I will never put my name on a product that does not
have in it the best that is in me” - John Deere
Mississippi River, because the city offered advantages of water power, coal and cheaper
transportation than to be found in Grand Detour. In 1849, a workforce of about 16 working in
Deere’s three story blacksmith shop
built 2,136 plows. By 1855, Deere's
factory sold more than 10,000 such
plows. It became known as "The Plow
that Broke the Plains" and is
commemorated as such in a historic
place marker in Vermont.
Deere continued to expand his
operation and he was soon producing
several different plows – an 1857
advertisement mentions nine models.
Most were similar in design, but
different in size or material. By this
time, the company was also
producing other tools to complement
its steel plow.

John Deere’s 3-story blacksmith shop in Moline

July, 1922
As I was reading in your
magazine, I see that Mr. Bartiachi
of Arkansas would like to know
how to harden plow shares.
We use the soft center plow
shares here and to harden them,
we heat to a cherry red, then take
some salt and sprinkle on the
share. We then dip in a barrel of
soft water with point downward,
and we get the nest results.
H. C. De Groat, Iowa
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The John Deere Hawkeye Cultivator, from the company’s advertising.

During the Civil War, the Plow City Rifle
Company was made up of men from
Moline, many of whom had worked at
Deere & Co. Note the John Deere riding
plow in this photo, taken in 1865

In 1863 Deere introduced the Hawkeye Riding Cultivator, the first Deere equipment designed to be ridden. A cultivator might be called
a mini-plow, with little shovels that break up a shallow layer of the surface of the ground. When creating a new field, it must first be
plowed. Plowing may also be desired when changing crops or when the farmer desires to bring deep soil to the surface. But for
replanting existing fields with the same crops, you need only use a cultivator before planting, not a plow. The cultivator was designed
specifically to help veterans of the American Civil War who were returning home with injuries that made walking equipment difficult to
operate. A major innovation was a wooden peg that was designed to break when the equipment hit a rock or deep root, saving the
shovels.
In 1875, Deere introduced the company's first riding plow, the Gilpin sulky plow. It took the farmer off his feet and put him on a seat,
and became one of the company's most successful 19th-century products. There were other riding plows on the market, but Deere's twowheeled sulky soon became one of the most popular.
Later in life Deere focused most of his attention on civil and political affairs. He served as President of the National Bank of Moline, a
director of the Moline Free Public Library, and was a trustee of the First Congregational Church. Deere also served as Moline's mayor for
two years, but due to chest pains and dysentery Deere refused to run for a second term. He died at his home in Moline (known as Red
Cliff) on May 17, 1886 at the age of 82.
The city of Moline owes much of its modern prosperity to the legacy of John Deere, and honors its famous inventor at an annual event.
Permanent exhibits such as the John Deere Pavilion feature historical exhibits about the world’s largest farm equipment manufacturer.
The John Deere Store stocks the world’s largest inventory of John Deere merchandise, and the John Deere Collectors Center recreates a
1950s John Deere dealership, complete with a service department where collectors haul tractors to be restored. The dealer showroom is
a museum of vintage farm implements, including the company’s first tractor, a 1918 model designed by Joseph Dain and one of only 100
built.
John Deere’s name has become an agricultural icon, and the company he started has grown into an industrial giant, which today
employs 46,000 workers worldwide. You can find more information about the company’s development in the years after its founder’s
death proudly documented on the company’s corporate website at www.deere.com. It is well worth your time, even if you aren’t one of
our antique tractor fancying members. Did you know that beginning in 1894, during the bicycle craze that swept our country, the John
Deere company manufactured and sold three models of bicycles? And that they reintroduced them briefly in the 1970’s? Myself, I was
particularly interested in the innovations which the company brought to the steam-powered tractor, early versions of which could only
be run on level ground and required two operators, one for the engine and another to run the plow, but could plow one and three quarter
acres in a single hour.
So the next time the Northwest Chapter hosts a meeting at the antique tractor shows at Tired Iron or Rusty Wheels, do yourself a favor
and come on out and admire the legacy left by American blacksmith John Deere.
Robert Fox, BOA Editor
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FORGED IN FIRE
The History Channel has a new show out on Monday nights called Forged In Fire. In the tradition of American Pickers, Axe Men and
Swamp People, it is a bladesmith competition in somewhat of a reality show format.
The contestants are required to forge specific blades under demanding conditions and short timelines. Their work is judged by master
bladesmiths, and subjected to various tests. According to the History Channel website:
FORGED IN FIRE features world-class bladesmiths competing
against each other to create some of the most iconic edged weapons
from history. In each episode, four of the best bladesmiths in the
country will come together to put both their skills and reputations
on the line. Whether they are making a Japanese katana, a medieval
broadsword, or an ancient throwing blade like the chakram, the
weapons they forge will be fully functional and lethal works of art
and war. The unique histories contained within each weapon will be
creatively told during the forging process and the final weapons
themselves will be assessed and ruthlessly tested by our panel of
expert judges. These dynamic and explosive tests will be individually
designed to push the weapons to their absolute limit. One by one,
the bladesmiths will be eliminated until only one remains to be
crowned the champion.
One episode required the smiths to forge a katana (a Japanese long sword) in four days, after which a 45 caliber pistol was fired at the
edge. The blade had to cut the bullet in half without showing any damage! Watch the results here.

Watch Forged in Fire Monday nights, on the History Channel
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THE TAILGATE—CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE

EDUCATION

COAL FOR SALE
50 pound bags.
BOA Members price $8/bag
Non-member price $10/bag
Contact Coal-Meister Ron Wells, or see
your chapter steward.

Beginning/Intermediate
Metalsmithing/Jewelrymaking
With Judy Lee Carpenter
Eureka Springs School of the Arts
http:\\essa-art.org
Beginning class—July 6-10
ANVILS ETC. FOR SALE
Bob Lock has Forges, blowers, anvils,
post vises, post drills, welding flux,
hardies, etc. Call to see if he has what
you need.
Call 417-847 6708 (Shell Knob,
Missouri)

Come learn beginning metalsmithing
from one of the greatest! Learn to
master metal with basic skills. You will
approach jewelry by cutting, soldering,
bending, and cold connections. The
use of mixed metal, organic and found
objects is encouraged. Each student
will receive personal attention, and
may work at their own skill level.
Intermediate class—July 27-31

WANTED

ROUND ANVILS
Ross Wilkinson has some very nice
round sections of 1053 with the surface
smoothed and hardened. They range
from around 145 lbs to 180 lbs and he
is selling them for $1 per lb.
Send an email
Arw3rd@hotmail.com

HIT-AND-MISS ENGINES
Bryan Parsons sold that 350 lb bridge
anvil, but is looking for hit-and-miss
engines. If you have a lead for him,
call 479-957-5498. Word is that
Bryan also has some salvaged metal
available.

EDUCATION
LARGE-SCALE PROJECT CLASS
Bob Patrick is also teaching a course at
The Eureka Springs School of the Arts
(ESSA), October 6-9.

ADVERTISING
Contact the editor at
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org
All content is subject to editorial review.

15751 US Highway 62 West
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
The class will work as a group will
learn how to design, plan, and execute
a gate using traditional methods, as
taught to Bob by Francis Whitaker. It
will be an intense 5-day class.

MEMBERS
Ads are free to BOA members.
NON-MEMBERS
Advertising for non-members is
charged on a per-issue basis based on
the size of the ad and whether it is in
color or black and white only, per the
chart below.

Hone your stone-setting skills as you
add dimension with fold-forming to
your jewelry. Add a third-dimension to
your piece with the incorporation of
rivets with tube setting. Previous
sawing and soldering experience is
required for this workshop.

NEW FOR FALL
BLACKSMITHING CLASSES
Bob Patrick is teaching a course at his
shop through the Arkansas Craft
School November 7-9. Those who are
interested should contact the Arkansas
Craft School at
http:\\arkansascraftschool.org for cost
and to sign up.

Techniques will include layout, making
a materials list, transferring
dimensions properly with a layout
stick, forging, bending, piercing,
riveting tenons, drilling, and possible
forge welding, collaring and other
techniques. The basic techniques
apply to railings and grills, signs and
other architectural metalwork.

This will be a beginning course. Bob
will be taking only 4 students, each of
which will have a separate forge, anvil,
and hand tools.

Those who are
interested should
contact the ESSA
directly at for cost
and to sign up.
Their phone number
is (479) 253-5384, or they can be
reached by email via their website at
http://essa-art.org/contact.html

Bob will be glad to discuss any
particular type of work a prospective
student is interested in if you email
him at bobpatrick@southshore.cc
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GET YOUR BOA T-SHIRTS!
BOA t-shirts are only $10. You can’t beat that with a rounding hammer! Get the black if you are
worried about coal grime, or the grey if you are worried about the heat. Or get both for the winter,
and layer up!
The silk screening process requires that we save up orders until a minimum number is reached.
Fill out the form below, but send no money. You will pay when the t-shirts arrive.

LOOKING FOR BLACKSMITH
APPAREL?
There’s a lot of weird stuff out
there! Don’t make a regrettable
decision. Wise blacksmiths order
BOA T-Shirts.
They are



Cheap—only $10



Practical—black doesn’t show
coal stains



Unique—not something you
pick up in Wal-Mart



Rugged—these are highquality shirts that will last

The design on the back of the shirt

Enter the quantity of each color and size below. White is also available with black ink.
BLACK

GRAY

WHITE

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X– LARGE



Natural– none of that
flammable polyester stuff

XX-LARGE



Convenient—can be ordered
with a front pocket

XXX-LARGE



Cool—these shirts wick sweat
away from your body

Trust me on this.

The right-front pocket area

4X-LARGE

With Pocket
Without Pocket


Tall Sizes

All t-shirts are $10. Big-boy (3X & 4X) and Tall sizes are $2 more.
Indicate if you are interested in getting a cap. Yes

No

Your Name___________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip_________________________________________________
Phone # {in case we need to contact you}___________________________

Bring this form to the next Meeting. Do not include payment.
Pay when T-shirts are delivered
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BLACKSMITH ORGANIZATION OF ARKANSAS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: _________________
Name*:

(Plus Family Members)

Address:

PrimaryPhone:
Email**:
Email:
Email:
Special areas of interest:
 Knife making
 Restoration

 Gunsmithing
 Buck Skinning

 Architectural
 Medieval

Membership dues are $25 per year, due in January***.
Make checks payable to “BOA (Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas)”
Mail to:
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
HCR 32 Box 141
Mount Judea, AR 72655
Or bring to the next meeting and give to the Treasurer or Steward.
*BOA’s membership is a family membership. For the payment of one membership, all the members of a family would be afforded all the benefits and privileges of full membership. They
would, however, have ONE vote on BOA business per family membership.

BENEFITS OF BOA
MEMBERSHIP
BOA members continue a
tradition of educating our
members and the public in the
techniques and history of
blacksmithing, the king of
crafts.
In addition to our monthly
meetings, newsletter, and email
chatter, our members are active
in their communities with many
interesting events and
demonstrations.
Members also receive
discounted prices on coal and
stylish BOA apparel.
BOA membership is a family
membership. For one
membership fee, all the
members of the family are
considered active, and each may
receive an electronic newsletter.

**BOA's Newsletter is available as an electronic newsletter. It is only distributed to active
email addresses. Please make sure your email address and those of your family members are
entered correctly above.
***Membership dues are paid with the submission of this application; thereafter, they are due
each January. If the dues are paid in the last three months (October, November, or December) of the year, membership is paid up for the following year. If dues are not paid within the first three months (January, February, or March) of the year, the member is removed from the membership.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Also available online at: www.abana.org
Email:

Name:
Address:

WWW URL:

City:

Phone:

State:

Zip:

Type of Membership:
 Regular …..$55

Fax:
Credit Card Information:

 Overseas ….....$65

 Visa  Mastercard

 Student …..$45  Contributing ..$100

Card#

 Senior …....$50  Library …….....$45

Expiration:

There is a $5 discount for 2-year memberships and renewals
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is an ABANA Chapter Affiliation
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or credit card information using this form to
Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America, Inc.
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: 423-913-1022
Fax: 423-913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

BENEFITS OF ABANA
MEMBERSHIP
With your ABANA membership,
you receive a subscription to
both The Anvil's Ring and The
Hammer's Blow, as well as
discounted conference
registrations and discounts at
many web sites.
The Anvil's Ring, devoted
exclusively to the craft of
blacksmithing, is the
association's quarterly magazine
which presents articles on
topics such as architectural iron,
decorative design, hand forged
tools, historical references,
advice to beginners, etc.
The Hammer's Blow, also a
quarterly publication, is a black
and white magazine full of "how
to" tips and techniques for
professionals and beginners
alike.
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BOA MEMBER SHOWCASE—MARK MORROW
THE BLACKSMITH
ORGANIZATION OF
ARKANSAS (BOA)

Yeah, were going to say that the pirate cutlass Mark made in May’s meeting was pretty much the
coolest thing ever.

BOA is an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America (ABANA).
We are exclusively for the
education of members and other
interested parties in the skills,
techniques, and traditions of
blacksmithing. We aspire to
expose the art of blacksmithing
to the public, to serve as center
of information about
blacksmithing and its tradition,
and to do so in cooperation with
and as an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America.
Information on when and where
we meet and how to join can be
found within the pages of this,
our monthly newsletter.
If you’re not already a member,
we hope you will be soon!

VOICE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas

218 Trelon Circle
Little Rock, AR, 72223

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

